Using SIMS and MIMS in biological materials: application to higher plants.
Analytical imaging by secondary ion mass spectrometry allows the precise cartography of elements and isotopes at subcellular level in biological samples. Multielemental coacquisition from the same sputtered zone gives new prospects in the study of biological matrix, where many elements coexist and move according to cellular metabolism. For plant studies, localizing and quantifying compartmentations of mineral nutrients is important to understanding their metabolism. The use of stable isotopes as analogous markers is an efficient strategy of labeling for transport and metabolic studies. As for all microanalytical techniques, the stabilization of biological material is essential for the use of secondary ion mass spectrometry/multi-isotope imaging mass spectrometry microprobes. The techniques chosen are explained: decontamination, cryoprocessing, sections in embedded material (Arabidopsis thaliana, Brassicae) and analysis. In the Notes section, we will comment on the need to adapt the protocol described to the variety and complexity of the biological materials. Other proven protocols established in other laboratories for other type of organisms or biological questions will also be introduced.